1. Requirement of very good National Highway. It will boost Tourism and cover most of the destination.
2. Registered Tour guide by Ministry of Tourism. Let them register online with Adhaar No. and other primary data. It will help in tracking which Tourist is associated with which guide. Also Prepaid Tourist Guide on major spot, help low cost tourism for developing countries tourist.
3. More Toilet and refreshment room near tourist spot under Swatch Bharat.
5. Availability of complain online for any fraud and miss happening with tourist.
6. Networking of all police station of religious tourist spot with Internet, Fax, and Phone.
7. One dedicated call center for tourist to provide them all India support and surveillance.
8. Wi-Fi services in tourist spot. It will help to track them as well as serve them.
9. Unidirectional Speaker to guide tourist in major tourist spot.
10. Tourism Website with various languages like Spanish, French, German, Russian, Japanese, Chinese and etc. to create more awareness about Indian Culture and Tourism facility. This facility is available on Incredible India website, but there is no mobile application to view this directly on Android/Smart Phone.